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AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT Is made and entered Into as of this
first day of April, 1997 by and between:
The INCORPORATED VILLAGE OF WESTFIELD,
CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY, NEW YORK STATE,
hereinafter referred to as the "Employer"
and
LOCALUNION NO. 459
of the INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS,
hereinafter referred to as "Union"
.
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ARTICLE I
Section 1.1-Recognitlon
1.1.1 ThisAgreement as executed by the parties hereto shall constitute the entire and only
Agreement between the parties hereto. Asa result of the certification of resultsof the election
dated the 17th day of July, 1968,the Employer recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive
Bargaining Agent for all Employees with respect to rates of pay, hours of work and other
conditions of employment (as outlined in the By-lawsin Respect of Procedures adopted by the
Board of Trustees of the Incorporated Village of Westfieldon April25, 1968, under Article 14of the
CivilService law of the State of New York). Exclusiveof the Village Manager, Village Clerk,
Deputy Village Clerk, Village Treasurer, Deputy VillageTreasurer, Director of Public Utilities,Village
Administrator, Administrative Assistant,the Department Heads of the Village including Water and
Sewer, Electric, W.P.C.F.,Street, Police, all main offices located at Eason Hall,and all casual and
temporary employees.
1.1.2 The Unionagrees that its members who are Employees of the Employer willindividually
and collectively perform loyal and efficient service that they willuse their influence and best
efforts to protect the property of the Employer, and willcooperate with the Employer to thisend
at all times.
Section 1.2 - Definition of Employees:
Forthe purpose of this Agreement, the following definitionsshall apply:
1.2.1 FULL.TIMEMPLOYEE:A person who is employed by the Village for a twelve (12) month
period of time and who works twenty (20) hours per week, or more.
1.2.2 PART.TIMEEMPLOYEE:A person who Is employed by the Village for a twelve (12) month
period and who works less than twenty (20) hours per week.
1.2.3 TEMPORARYEMPLOYEE:A person who isemployed for a particular program or project that
Isnot regularly and customarily performed by a Full-TimeEmployee for a period not exceeding six
(6)months within a calender year.
1.2.4 SEASONALEMPLOYEE: A person who isemployed by the Village for a period of less than
three (3) months per year but recurs in each successive year.
1.2.5 PROBATIONARYEMPLOYEE:Allfull-timepermanent employees who have worked lessthan
six(6)months and not otherwise completed hisprobationary period: except eighteen (18)months
in the case of Police Department Employees.
1.2.6 Whenever a word isused in the male gender in thisAgreement or any side letter, it shall be
interpreted to Include the female.
SECTION1.3 . Department Recognition
The following willbe recognized as separate Departments under this contract- .MgIa
Office at Eason Hall Pollee Decartment located at ElmStreet and Public Wo(ks located at
Enallsh Street. The Dacartment of Public Works Includes the followlna divisions: Electric. street.
Water and Sewer and the Water Pollution Control Facllltv. This(ecoanltlon statement has no
Imcact on decartmental senlorltv.
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ARTICLE II
SECTION 2.1 . Union Security
Allemployees covered by thisAgreement who have become members of the Unionafter
the expiration of thirty-one (31)days after the date of execution of this Agreement, and in the
case of new Employees who become members of the Unionthirty-one (31)days after the date of
hire, shall remain members of the Unionin accordance with ItsConstitution and By-Lawsduring
the term of this Agreement. Employment by the Villageof Westfield willnot be affected by
membership or non-membership in the Union.
SECTION 2.2 . Checkoff
Upon receipt of a voluntary signed authorization of the Employee involved, the Employer
shall deduct from the Employee's paycheck dues payable by him to the Unionduring the period
provided for in said authorization. Afterreceipt of the authorization. deductions shall be made
from the firstpay of the Employee in each month. The Employershall submit to the financial
secretary of the Union a statement of dues collected and a check to cover the total amount of
the same.
During the term of thisagreement the Employershall deduct a regular and monthly
Agency fee from the wages of a Bargaining Group Employee who isnot a member of the Union,
in the amount equivalent to the Initiationand monthly dues levied by the Unionupon its
members. Such amount shall be deducted on a monthly basis and shall be transmitted at the
same time and to the same officer as the monthly dues referred to In the above paragraph.
The Agency fee clause shall not apply to any Employee in the bargaining unit prior to the
effective date of this Agreement who was not paying Uniondues, on the effective date, unless
and untilsuch Employee joins the Unionand thereafter resigns.
SECTION 2.3 - Sub-Contract Work
Should it be necessary to sutrcontract worlenormallyperformed by Employees covered
by this contract, the Employeragrees to discuss with the Unionthe reasons for the sutrconfractlng
prior to making any commitment to sutrcontract such work.
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ARTICLE III
HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT AND OVERTIME PAY
SECTION 3.1 - Hours of Employment
The normal scheduled workweek for all classes of employment shall consist of eight (8)
hours a day and forty (40) hours a week, with the understanding that any of such Employees may be
required to work in excess of eight (8) hours per day or forty (40) hours per week to meet
emergencies which will be paid for on an overtime basis as described below.
3.1.1 "Shift" Employees are defined as those working on jobs that are operated twenty-four
(24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week, and who rotate according to schedule as to the hours
of the day and days of the week. Shift work schedules require Saturday, Sunday and holiday work.
Shift schedules shall start between 6:00 A.M. and 8:00 A.M. ; 2:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M.; 10:00 P.M.
and 12:00 Midnight; and shall consist of eight (8) consecutive hours.
3.1.2 "Day Worl<' Employees are defined as those whose regular hours of work are scheduled as
eight (8) consecutive hours (exclusive of time out for lunch) between the hours of 6:00 A.M. and
5:00 P.M., over a period of five (5) consecutive days per week, Monday through Friday. .
3.1.3 Any permanent changes in the above scheduled hours shall be by mutual agreement, except
in cases of emergency. After the emergency is over, the Employees shall return to their regular
work schedules. Emergency is defined in Section 12.8.
3.1.4 Any day work Employee whose scheduled eight (8) hour work period is to extend past 5:00
P.M. will receive the second shift differential pay for four (4) hours. An applicableEmployee
working over eight (8) hours per shift will receive the differential pay for those hours worked
over eight (8).
3.1.5 When Employees are assigned to a regular shift, such assignment shall not be arbitrarily
changed except for cause, such as emergencies, vacation, sickness, etc. Normally the Employer
will notify the Employee of any schedule change at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to such
change.
SECTION 3.2 - Overtime Pay
3.2.1 TIME AND ONE-HALF - Overtime payment of time and one half, the straight time wage, shall
be paid for all work performed in excess of eight (8) hours in any oneday, or forty (40) hours in.__~_ ._
anyone week, but not both, except as otherwise provided.
Scheduled overtime shall be arranged in advance insofar as it is possible based upon
operational circumstances. The Employer will make every effort to give at least twenty-four
(24) hours advance notice of overtime. No meals paid for if scheduled time does not exceed one
meal period. .
Scheduled overtime which is not an extension (before or after) of an Employee's regular
shnt will be paid at a minimum of one (1) hour, except for Police Employees who are scheduled
for court hearings and report for the hearing will be paid no less than three 3 hours straight
time pay for the appearance. Scheduled overtime will include both civil and criminal court time
for police as a result of their official employment.
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3.2.2 DOUBLE TIME. Two (2) times the straight time wage rate shall be paid to II Day Work"
Employees for time worked on Sundays. Two (2) times the straight time wage rate shall be paid to.
II Shift Employees" for time worked on the second day of rest (second day after the last scheduled
day of the Employee's assigned workweek) .
3.2.3 No Employee shall be required to take time off to offset any overtime worked or to be
worked during any regular workweek.
3.2.4 The Unionagrees to assist and cooperate with the Employer to avoid abuse and misuse of
overtime by Employees conducting themselves insuch a manner as to create overtime by
various means.
3.2.5 The Employer and the Unionagree to meet and discuss a procedure with appropriate
forms whereby over a period of time overtime can be more evenly shared among Employees
performing the same job or in the same job classification within a department, and the
procedure shall not provide for a penalty to the Employer.
3.2.6 Ifan Employee Isoffwork on sick leave, (including time used for medical appointments)
personal, vacation, compensatory or bereavement leave, that Employee Isconsidered
unavailable from the time he clocks out on his last normallyscheduled work period untilhe arrives
at this next scheduled work period. The Employee willnot be contacted or scheduled untilall
other Employees, fitting that job description, have been contacted and then only in emergency.
EXAMPLE: Employee IIA" isscheduled forvacation during the period Monday through
Friday (March 7-11). "A" is unavailable from the end of the work period - the last scheduled work
period - after 4:30 P.M., Friday, March 5, until the scheduled return at 8:00 A.M. on Monday, March
14th.
3.2.7 COMPENSATORYTIME-AnEmployeewho worksovertimecan elect to accumulate
"compensatory time" in lieu of overtime pay. Compensatory time willbe accumulated in an
amount equal to the hours of pay the Employee would have received for the overtime work.
Accumulation willbe permitted to a maximum of sixty(60)hours of time per Employee.
An Employee who desires to use compensatory time can do so by giving at least three (3)
working days advance request to his/her Department Head who willgrant the request as long as
operations of the department are not unduly disrupted thereby.
Compensatory time must be used within one (1)year of when It Isearned. Ifan
Employee's employment terminates, then that Employee with accrued compensatory time will
be paid for the accrued time at his pay rate then ineffect.
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ARTICLE IV
CALL-IN PAY
SECTION 4.1- CALL IN
A straight time allowance of four and one-half (4.5) hours will be credited to hourly men
called out in cases of emergency outside their regular working hours for each call out up to and
including three (3) during any overtime period each day. Following the third call-out, overtime
pay will be computed on hours actually worked. Ifduring any call out, the overtime rate for time
actually worked exceeds four and one-half (4.5) hours of straight time rate, the hours worked shall
govern the determination of overtime pay. This section shall not apply to the extension {before or
after} of the scheduled workday. Police Department personnel will be credited with a minimum
time allowance of four and one-half (4.5) hours when called out to perform a breathalyser test.
ARTICLE V
RIGHTS OF MANAGEMENT
SECTION 5.1 - RIGHTS
The Employer reserves its exclusive rights to exercise the normal functions of management.
Thisshall include the right to hire new Employees and to direct the working forces and manage its
operations, to discipline, suspend, discharge for just cause, layoff, transfer employees and transfer
employees because of lack of work, require Employees to observe method and schedule of work
and production, etc., subject to written provisions of this Agreement. Questions of interpretations
of this provision shall be subject to the grievance procedure.
ARTICLE VI
SENIORITY
SECTION 6.1 - PROMOTIONS, LAY -OFF, OR DEMOTIONS
Probationary period, promotions, lay-off or demotions because of abolition of positions or
curtailment of funds, and recall shall be handled in accordance with the provisions set forth
under this Agreement.
SECTION 6.2 - AMENDMENTS
The Employer agrees to promptly forward to the Union a copy of Amendments to the Civil
Service Law and the Civil Service Rules for Chautauqua County when such Amendments are
received by it. The Employer agrees to promptly post, In all departments, notices of all Civil
Service examinations it receives.
SECTION 6.3 - SENIORITY LIST
An up-to-date seniority list of all Employees shall be furnished to the Union seml-annually.
A copy of this list shall be posted on all Union bulletin boards and it shall be considered final and
binding unless an exception to the listing Is filed as a grievance within ten (10) days of the time
the list Is posted.
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SECTION 6.4 - SENIORITY
6.4.1 Seniority as used herein shall apply to regular Employees and shall mean length of service
(and qualifications as defined below) in continuous employment of the Employer. An Employee
shall not accumulate seniority during temporary employment. However, after he has completed
his temporary employment and has been made a regular Employee, his seniority shall begin with
the first day of his continuous employment. layoffs, sick or accident leaves, or leaves of absence,
shall not affect an Employee's seniority.
6.4.2 Allnew permanent Employees who are not on a temporary basis shall be on a
probationary basis for the period of time not to exceed six(6)months, except eighteen (18)
months in the case of Pollee Department Employees, unless otherwise mutually agreed and shall
thereafter be placed on the seniority listdating back to the date of firstcontinuous employment.
Anysuch probationary Employee who does not meet with entire approval of the Employermay
be dismissed for any reason without recourse before the expiration of the probationary period. In
any event, the probationary period shall not be lessthan eight (8)weeks.
6.4.3 In the filling of vacancies, seniority, qualifications and normal progression shall be the
governing factors within the following: First,on a department basis; and, second, on a Village-
wide basis. The Employer shall n~tify the successful bidder within ten (10) days after selection of
such bidder.
No Employee shall maintain seniority In more than one department at a time. Should an
Employee transfer from one department to another withinthe Village, he willlose all department
seniority in the department from which he transferred and shall be placed on the senioritylistof
hisnew department as of the date of said transfer.
Such transfer in no way affects the Employee's Village -wide seniority for purposes of the
Village benefits program.
The Departments are set forth in the attached Exhibits"A" and" B".
The parties agree to set forth normal progression in letter form.
It isunderstood that in the application of thisparagraph, the Employee shall receive the
rate of pay for the job he isperforming.
Permanent job vacancies in the unit which the Village desires to fill,not caused by
vacations, leave, or other temporary reasons, shall be posted for a period of ten (10) workingdays.
During this period, any Employee desiring an opportunity to bid must mall hisbid to hisimmediate
supervisor with a copy to the Chairman of the Village Negotiating Unit,postmarked not later than
midnight of the tenth (10)date. It isunderstood, however, that the successful bidder willonly be
transferred to the bidden job after a replacement isobtained for the position from which he bid:
provided, however, that the job vacated by the successful bidder is to be filled. [The successful
bidder shall have a probationary period of not less than eight (8)weeks nor more than six(6)
months, and the Village shall have the right to return the bidder to his former position Ifhe proves
to be Incapable of handling the duties of the job into which he bid. ] The probation period may
be extended by mutual consent of the Unionand the Village. The bidder has up to three(3)
months to return to hisformer position at hisown request to return to said position. In fillingthe Job
of the successful bidder, the Employer willmake a good faith effort to obtain a replacement Ina
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reasonable length of time not to exceed eight (8) weeks, depending upon all the circumstances
involved. For purposes of this paragraph, working days shall mean Monday through Friday.
6.4.4 Qualification shall be defined as follows:
Performance of work assigned in a manner as safe and economical as possible under the
circumstances.
Knowledge and experience, previously acquired, of the Job to be filled. Temporary
assignments made outside of seniority shall not be the qualifying factor.
Cooperation with supervisors.
Protection of the lawful interests of the Employer.
Punctuality and observance of the rules and regulations of the Employer.
6.4.5 An Employee shall lose hisseniority under any of the following circumstances:
Voluntary termination of hisemployment;
Discharge forjust cause;
When an Employee, indefinitely laid off, failsto return to work within two (2)weeks after
written notice by certified or registered mail to hislast known address, requesting such return, or if
such Employee fails to notifythe Employer of hisintention to return to work withinone (1)week
after written notice has been delivered to him;
6.4.6 Ifan employee Isabsent without notification to the Employer for three (3)consecutive
working days (unless there isa reasonable excuse of an unusual and unanticipated nature, such
as, unconsciousness or being lost in a remote area, etc.);
6.4.7 Layoffexceeding one (1)year.
6.4.8 Employees may accept supervisory positions with the Employer which are not covered by
thisAgreement without lossof seniorityalready accumulated, but shall not accumulate any
additional seniorityduring the period they occupy positionsoutside the scope of this
Agreement. An Employee may be returned to the unit withina six (6) month period without lossof
accumulated seniorityas described above.
6.4.9 When a layoff because of a lack of work or a reduction of the work force Isnecessary, the
Employer shall notify the Unionand arrange a meeting to work out the exact procedure to be
followed giving recognition to seniority and qualifications. Incase of a reduction of the work
force, the elimination of/or assignment of work, the Employerwilloffer affected Employees,
based upon seniorityand qualifications, first,reassignment within that department, second, on a
Village-wide basis. .
In the event it becomes necessary to reduce the workforce in any department because of lack
of work, the displacement or movement of Employees shall be In the Inverse order of the usual
progression within that department, In accordance with seniorityand ,qualifications.
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Beginning with the classification and the workarea where the surpluswork force exists,
those Employees of that classification in that work area having the most seniorityshall replace
those Employees in the department. The displaced Employees willthen be reduced to the next
lower classification.
Thisprocess shall continue until a work force surplusdevelops in the lowest classification in
the department. The surplusEmployees shall displace Employees having less seniorityin any other
classification in that department.
A senior Employee can displace a junior Employee Ifhe isqualified to perform the job he Is
replacing. An Employee who Isawarded a job or reassigned a Job within hisdepartment shall be
given a period of time not to exceed four (4)weeks to acquaint himself with the job and to fillit.
An Employee who isawarded a job or reassigned a job outside hisdepartment shall be given a
period of time not to exceed eight (8)weeks to acquaint himselfwith the Job and to fillit. The
Employerwillmake every good faith effort during thisperiod to assist the Employee to become
acquainted with the job.
Reassigned, displaced, or laid off Employees shall be reinstated or recalled in the inverse
order of the above.
Anyaffected Employee shall retain his seniorityin the department, at the date of transfer
or layoff for a period of one (1)year from the date of such transfer but shall take no department
seniority to the department to which transferred.
An Employee being laid off shall receive hisunused and accrued vacation Ina lump sum
Inaddition to hisregular paycheck which shall include all hours worked up to and including his
last day of work. Thispayment to be made on the next regular pay period after layoff.
Any Employee affected by the above willbe paid the rate of pay for the job that he has
been reassigned (wage rate willbe paid for the job performed).
SECTION 6.5 . TEMPORARY VACANCY
AnyJob vacancy that existsdue to extended leaves 'of absence for sickness or accident,
personal leaves or other reasons of thisnature that does orwill existfor a period of more than six
(6)months shall be posted as a temporary job vacancy, open for bid within the Unionpriorto
being filled from outside sources.
SECTION 6.6. VACANCY LENGTH DETERMINATION
In the event of a need for temeorarv hele crises in a Deeartment. the VillaQeand the
local Union BusinessManacer willmeet and mutuallv aaree to the lenath of the assianment. If
the assianment willbe lonaer than thlrtv (3m days. itwillbe handled under Section 6.5 as a
twDeorarv vacancv.
10
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ARTICLE VII
LEAVES OF ABSENCE
SECTION 7.1 . UNION ACTIVITIES
At the written request of the Union, one Employee shall be granted a leave of absence
without pay for the purpose of accepting a position with the International Union, provided such
leave of absence does not exceed one (1) year, and provided there is sufficient advance notice
to enable the Employer to obtain a qualified replacement for the position vacated. Such
Employee shall accumulate seniority during the first year of such leave of absence. This leave of
absence is renewable every year with mutual consent of both parties.
The Employer agrees to cooperate with the Union and to make every effort to allow
additional Employees a leave of absence without pay for Union activities (conventions, etc.)
Taking skills required to maintain efficient operations into consideration. However, such leave of
absence must be upon written application of the Employee and with the approval of the
Employer.
SECTION 7.2 . PERSONAL LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Reasonable leaves of absence without pay may be granted in the sole discretion of the
Employer for personal reasons and In accordance with Civil Service Law and Rules, as applicable,
with one (1) week's prior notice provided there is written approval of the Employer. Seniority shall
accumulate during the period of such leave. No unauthorized absence from work will be
allowed. Emergency requests shall be acted on as they occur.
SECTION 7.3 . SICK LEAVE
7.3.1 All Employees In the Village, except part-time, temporary, and seasonal Employees,shall
be entitled to sick leave with pay after satisfactory completion of the probationary period
following Initial employment. Police Department employees shall be eligible for sick leave after
the firstsixmonths of their probationary period. Sickleave credits shall be accumulated at the
rate of one day for each month worked.
7.3.2 Unused sick leave credits may be accumulated up to a maximum of one hundred thlrty-
eight (138) days.
7.3.4 Employees absent from work on legal holidays, during sick leave, vacation, for disability
arising from injuriessustained in the course of their employment~ for all authorized leaves of
absence with pay and for authorized leave without pay for not over twenty (20)days In anyone
(1)calender year shall continue to accumulate sick leave credits at the regularly prescribed rate
during su~h absences as though they were on duty, subject to the maximum limitation herein
provided.
7.3.5 An Employee may use accumulated sick leav~ credits upon proper notice to his
'
department head for absence due to illness, Injury, exposure to contagious disease, or due to
Illnessof death in the Employee's immediate family requiring the Employee's personal
attendance. An Employee on sick leave shall inform hisdepartment head of the fact and the
reason therefore as soon as possible. Failure to do so within a reasonable time may be cause for
denial of pay for the period of absence. The department head may require a doctor's certificate
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before approving sick leave with pay.
7.3.6 Absences that are chargeable to sick leave in accordance with these provisions shall be
charged in amount not smaller than one-half (~) days.
7.3.7 It isexpected that all Employees willmake their doctor's and dentist's office
appointments during non-working hours. Ifthe occasion should arise that they cannot be
arranged during such times, an allowance of four (4)hours chargeable as sick leave or, at the
Employees' option, as an unpaid leave of absence may be granted by the Employee's
department head. Charges to unpaid leave willbe made in amounts rounded to the next
highest hour, but in no event less than one (1) hour. The Unionagrees to assist and cooperate
with the Employer to avoid abuse and misuse of the privilege.
7.3.8 Each department shall post a listshowing each Employee's sick credit. Thislistshall be
updated quarterly.
7.3.9 An Employee isnot eligible for paid sick leave for the scheduled work day Immediately
before a vacation day or personal day or the scheduled work day Immediately after a vacation
day or personal day, provided that if the Employee submits documentation verifyinghisillnessor
injuryto the Employerthe Employeewillbe eligibleforsickleave. .
SECTION7.4 - RETIREMENT SICK POINTS
Unused sick leave points upon retirement may be surrendered as provided under the
State Retirement Plan or may be surrendered Inreturn for one (1)days pay for every four (4)points
so accumulated up to one hundred twenty (120)days; one (1)day's pay for every two (2)points
so accumulated over one hundred twenty (120). Retirement shall be interpreted to mean leaving
the gainful employment of the Employer and thereupon be eligible to receive retirement benefits
from the Employer immediately.
SECTION 7.5 - SICK LEAVE BANK
Asick leave bank shall be established by contributions from Employees covered by this
agreement who are eligible to accumulate paid sick leave, Inaccordance with the following
rules:
7.5.1 Definitions:Inapplying the provisions of thissick leave bank, the following definitions
apply:
II CONTRIBUTIONDATE",In 1988 means a date thirty (30) days after the execution of the
Agreement, and September 1Inany subsequent year.
IIDAY"of sick leave means a day of sick leave earned by the Employee Inaccordance
with Section 7.3 of this agreement.
II PROLONGED ILLNESSor PHYSICAL DISABILITY" means 0r:tewhich Isprojected by the
Employee's physician to extend at least thirty (30)consecutive workdays.
7.5.2 Not later than the contribution date In any year, each Employee who desires to join the
bank must contribute two (2)days of hissick leave already accumulated. Anydays so
contributed shall be deducted from the Employee's accumulated sick leave. The contribution
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shall bemade on a form provided by the Employer,signed by the Employee and submitted by
the Employee to the Employer's Business Office not later than the applicable contribution date.
Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, the total number of days on deposit in the bank at anyone
time shall be maintained at approximately two hundred (200) days.
7.5.3 An Employee who (1) has exhausted his own accumulated sick days, personal days and
accrued vacation: (2) must be absent from work because of his prolonged illness or physical
disability; (3) submits satisfactory proof to the Committee from a physician of such Illness or
disability, and (4) has maintained his membership in the sick bank; shall be eligible to withdraw
days from the bank for such an absence. An Employee, if approved by the Committee, may
begin withdrawing sick days from the bank on the workday Immediately following the exhaustion
of his own accumulated sick leave or on the thirty-first (31st) consecutive workday of his Illness or
physical disability, whichever occurs later.
In no event may an Employee withdraw more than thirty (30) days from the bank in any
one calendar year.
7.5.4 Asick bank committee (IiCommitteell) consisting of three (3) Employees covered by this
Agreement selected by the Unionshall be established to make determinations regarding
withdrawals and deposits to and from the bank in accordance with this Section. The Committee
shall determine whether to grant an eligible Employee's request for a withdrawal and, ifgranted,
how many days withdrawal willbe allowed. The Committee's determinations shall be certified In
writing to the Village Manager. The certification shall be accompanied by the physician's proof
submitted by the Employee to the Committee. The actions of this Committee are not subject to
the grievance or arbitration procedures of this Agreement.
The Unionshall Indemnify and hold the village harmless against all claims, demands, suits
and liabilitiesof whatever nature arising out of the operation of the sick bank and determinations
of the Committee.
7.5.5 An Employee who has withdrawn one (1)or more days from the bank shall repay those
days to the bank at the rate of one additional sick day on each contribution date followinghis
return to work, to the extent he has such sick leave credits available; provided, however, that this
provision shall operate only to the extent that the total number of days in the bank isbelow two
hundred (200).
7.5.6 Employees eligible for paid sick leave who are hired after a contribution date shall be
eligible to join the bank by making a deposit on the next contribution date.
7.5.7 Ifthe total number ofdays Inthe sickbank fallsbelow a total of one hundred (lOO) days,
the Committee shall be authorized to request that each participating member of the bank
voluntarilycontribute up to two (2)additional days to the bank provided that the maximum as
provided in Paragraph (b) Isnot exceeded.
7.5.8 Once an Employee has contributed days to the bank he willbe entitled to withdraw days
only on the condition he maintains hismembership by making the required annual contribution.
No Employee may claim entitlement to any days in the bank at the time hisemployment Is
terminated.
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7.5.9 An Employee who was previously eligible to join the sick bank but declined and now
wishes to join must deposit the number of sick leave days he would otherwise have deposited
had he joined when initially eligible to join. Such makeup deposit shall not exceed two (2) days
per year, beginning with the Employee's initial date of eligibility.
ARTICLE VIII .
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE AND FINAL RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
SECTION 8.1 . GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Either party shall have the right to file a grievance and to be heard on the grievance
which pertains to the interpretation or application of this agreement. The steps in the grievance
procedure, unless otherwise mutually agreed to, shall be:
FIRSTSTEP: Allarlevances must be initiated In wrltlna within elaht (8) worklnQ days of
knowledae of the alleaed occurrence. Grievances not so filed shall be considered waived and
not entitled to consideration. In the event a arlevance arises In a deoartment. It shall be taken
uo within two (2) worklnQ days. Said Qrievance shall be taken uo with the Immediate Sucervisor
and the Steward with or without the aaarieved Emeloyee. at mutuallv convenient times. The
Suoervisor shall Qive his written answer within three (3) workina days. Either eartv may reauest an
extension of the time limits set forth in this orocedure if mutually aareed uoon in writina.
SECONDSTEP: If the arievance is not settled at the first stee. It shall be forwarded to the
followlna within ten 11OJworkinQ days of the Sucervisors written answer.
1. DPW Director for all emclovees workina in the Electric. Water and Sewer street. and
WPCF Divisions.
2. YillaQe Personnel Officer for all others.
The DPW Director or the YillaQe Personnel Officer shall reelY In wrltlna within three (3) worklna
~
THIRD STEP: If the Qrievance Is not settled at the second steo. within ten (10) workina
days after recelvinQ the written reelY from the DPW Director or the ymaae Personnel Officer lor
their desianee) it shall be discussed between the Steward and reeresentatlves of the local Unfon
and reeresentatlves of the Emelover. with or without the aaarieved Emelovee. The Emcloyer will
alve a written answer to the local Union within ten 110J worklna days of the Third stao meetlna.
An International Reeresentatlve may be oresent to assist the local Union only.
SECTION 8.2. DISCUSSIONS WITH THE UNION
It is understood that discussions with the Union that involve members of the vrllage Board
or Board of Public Utilitieswill take place at a time mutually agreeable to both parties.
Employees acting as representative of the Union (not to exceed two (2) members) may
attend discussions with the Employer during their regular hours without loss of pay, but no
Employee not scheduled to work during the hours of discussion shall be paid by the Employer for
the time devoted to such discussions.
SECTION 8.3 . FINAL RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
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In the event of an impasse in the resolution of any grievance, either party may request
arbitration by sending a written request (with a copy to the other party) to the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service asking for a list of arbitrators, from among whom the impartial arbitrator
shall be selected by the parties. Such request must be made within fifteen (15) working days of
the Employer's Step 3 answer. Both parties agree to abide by the rules and procedures
established by the Service. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on both
parties for the duration of this Agreement. The cost of arbitration shall be shared equally by both
parties.
SECTION 8.4 . DISCIPLINE AND DISMISSAL
8.4.1 Discipline or dismissal may only be imposed for just cause. The only procedure for
contesting discipline or dismissal shall be the procedure set forth in this Agreement which is
hereby expressly substituted fro the rights and procedures set forth in Section 75 and 76 of the
New Yorl<Civil Service Law and Sections 8-804 and 8-805 of the New Yorl<Village law. The Union,
on behalf of Itself and the employees, hereby waives any and all rights it or they may have or be
granted in the future to pursue any other method of procedure for contesting the discipline or
dismissal of an employee.
8.4.2 If an authorized representative of the Employer disciplines an employee in any manner
(other than by oral reprimand), the employee may grieve the disciplinary action by filing and
processing a grievance in accordance with the other sections of this Article VIII. The filing of a
grievance shall not operate to suspend the discipline or dismissal. Rather, if it is determined at
any step of the grievance procedure that the Employer's action was without just cause, the
employee shall be made whole as determined by the parties in the grievance procedure or by
the arbitrator if arbitrated.
ARTICLE IX
HOLIDAY AND HOLIDAY PAY
SECTION 9.1 . HOLIDAYS
Holidays and Holiday Pay shall be as stated in Resolution of Employer dated March 7, .
1966,except as may be changed below:
The following holidays are holidays for all full-time Employees of the Incorporated Village
of Westfield, Chautauqua County, New Yorl<:
New Year's Day
Washington's Birthday
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Veterans'Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Day before Christmas
Christmas Day
Day before New Year's
SECTION9.2 . WORK ON HOUDA YS
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Employees on hourly rates will be credited with the time they would normally work if the
day was not observed as a holiday. Those Employees who are required to work on a day
observed as a holiday willbe credited with the normal number of work hours, plus two (2) times
the hours they actually worked. Prior to January 1, each year the Village willpost a listof the
dates the holidays listed in Section 9.1 will be observed in the coming year. AllEmployees shall
observe the holiday on the date that appears on the list.
Unlessan Employee worksany portion of a holiday in a job classification carrying a higher
rate of pay, hisholiday pay for the unworked holiday willbe computed at the rate of pay for his
regular job.
SECTION 9.3 - HOLIDAY OBSERVANCE
9.3.1 Ifa holiday fallson a Saturday or Sunday, and it isobserved as a holiday on the preceding
Fridayor the following Monday, Employees willhave that Fridayor Monday respectively off with
pay. Forshift Employees, the day the holiday isobserved willbe the one used for determining
holiday pay. Employees on hourlyrates who are required to work on a day observed as a holiday
willbe paid on an overtime basis for hours actually worked Inaddition to the holiday pay. When
a day observed as a holiday fallson a day other than a regular work day, the hours for the holiday
willnot be used in determining th~ hours for overtime compensation except as stated above
when work isactually performed.
9.3.2 An Employee isnot entitled to holiday pay ifa Leave of Absence Without Payor paid sick
leave istaken the day before or the day after the holiday provided that Ifthe Employee submits
documentation verifyinghisIllnessor Injuryto the Employerthe Employee willbe eligible for
holiday pay. Ifwritten application for leave without pay ismade at least forty-eight (48)hours
before the holiday and the application Isapproved by the Employer, the Employee willbe
eligible for holiday pay.
9.3.3 Temporary or seasonal Employees are not entitled to holidays.
9.3.4 Holiday pay for all Employees willbe based upon their straight time hourlyrate plus shift
differential.
SECTION9.4. PERSONAL DAY(S)
Everyfull-time Employee who has completed hisprobationary period shall be allowed
three (3) personal days.
These days shall not be charged to Employee's vacation or sick time. These days must be
taken within the fiscal year. The Employee shall notifythe Employer three (3)days Inadvance of
the requested personal day off, unless extenuating circumstances exist.
ARTICLE X
VACATIONSAND VACATION ALLOWANCE
SECTION 10.1-VACATION ALLOWANCE
10.1.1 AllEmployees of the Village, except part-time, temporary and seasonal Employees shall
be allowed vacation leave with pay after completing one (1)fullyear of employment at the rate
of one (1)week after the first year and two (2)weekseveryyear thereafter.
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10.1.2 AllEmployees who have completed nine (9) years of continuous service with the Village
shall be allowed three (3) weeks of paid vacation per year.
AllEmployees with sixteen (16) years of service shall be allowed three (3) weeks and one
(1)day vacation. .
All Employees with seventeen (17) years of service shall be allowed three (3) weeks and
two (2) days vacation.
AllEmployees with eighteen (18) years of service shall be allowed four (4) weeks of paid
vacation.
Employees with more than eighteen (18)years of service shall be allowed one (1)day
additional vacation for each year of.service after eighteen (18)years, up to a maximum of
twenty-five (25)days.
10.1.3 Absence on account of sickness, injuryor disabilityin excess of that hereinafter authorized
for such purpose may, at the request of the Employee and within the discretion of the
department head, be charged against vacation leave allowance.
10.1.4 Each department head shall keep records of vacation leave allowance. Vacation leaves
shall be scheduled by the department head based primarilyon operating requirements. The
department head shall give consideration where practicable to Employee choice of leave
period according to seniority. Allrequests for vacation leave shall be in writing. Allvacation
leave must be utilizedwithina year after it isaccrued. Anexception to the above iswhen an
Employee, with written approval of the Employer, may carry over earned vacation time from one
(1) year to the next so that he may take time offinthe one (1)year not to exceed seven (7)weeks
in that one (1)year period.
10.1.5 Vacations must be taken away from the Job.
ARTICLE XI
WAGE RATESAND JOB nTLES
SECTION 11.1 . WAGE RATES
Negotiated increases In hourlyrates and adjustments for all emclovees hired before Acrll
1 1997onlv. have been Incorporated into the hourlyrates set forth In the attached ExhibitIIAII.
NeQotlated hourlY rates for all emelovees hired after Aerll1. 1997 onlY. have been'
incorcorated into the hourlYrates set forth in the attached Exhibit liBII. These waae rates willnot
aeelY to any emelovees hired before Aeril 1. 1997.
SECTION 11.2 . JOB TITLES
Job titles and classifications have been agreed upon and are Incorporated inthe
attached Exhibits"A" and" B".
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SECTION 11.3 . TEMPORARYASSIGNMENT TO HIGHER POSITION
When an Employee is assigned by his Supervisor or representative of the Village to
temporarily perform the duties of a higher paying classification for two (2) or more consecutive
hours, he will be paid the rate of pay for the higher paying classification for all hours worked
during that temporary assignment.
When a WorkingSupervisorin the bargaining unit or some other bargaining unit Employee,
isassigned a substantial portion of the duties and responsibilitiesof a Department Head by an
authorized employee of the Village, such employee so assigned shall receive seventy-five cents
(.75)per hour over and above the regular rate forall such hours worked in excess of two (2)on
any occasion. Such assignment willbe made in any case where the Department Head isabsent
for three or more consecutive work days.
SECTION 11.4 . DIFFERENTIAL FOR NIGHT WORK
A pay differential of forty-three cents (.43)per hour in addition to the regular rate shall be
paid to Employees assigned to the SECONDshift.
A pay differential of forty-eight cents (.48)per hour in addition to the regular rate shall be
paid to Employees assigned to the THIRDshift.
For purposes of this section, the FIRSTshift shall be considered the shift beginning between
6:00 am and 8:00 am.
SECTION 11.5. WAGE RATES FOR NEW EMPLOYEES
The Emolover will oav new Emolovees NINETY PERCENT 190%) of the rate of COYfor his/her
oositlon for 18 months. From 18-30 months. the Emolovee will receive NINETYFIVEPERCENT 19591))
of the rate of oav for his/her cosltlon. After 30 months the Employee will receive ONE HUNDRED
PERCENT (100%) of the rate of pay for his position.
Ifan Employee successfully bids or is upgraded into a higher position he willreceive the
applicable percentage of the rate of pay for that position at the tlme(s) he or she worksInthat
position.
SECTION 11.6. RATE FOR CERTAIN SNOWPLOWING
When a Street Department Employee classified as UtilityWorker "A" or "B", or Laborer
possessing the necessary license and qualifications Isassigned to operate the Wing Highway
Snowplow, he shall receive a minimum of Motor Equipment Operator liB"rate.
ARTICLE XII
SECTION 12.1. SUPERVISORS
Supervisory Employees outside the bargaining unit shall not perform work of the type
normally performed by the Employees they supervise, except for work necessary for the purpose
of tryout, experimental, instructions and emergencies. Emergency Isdefined InSection 12.8. The
Employer agrees to make good faith effort to obtain a replacement and withina reasonable
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period of time. When it becomes necessary for a supervisorto perform tryouts, experlm~ntal or
instructive type work on motorized equipment, a bargaining group employee must accompany
the supervisor.
SECTION 12.2 - BULLETIN BOARD
Space on six (6) bulletin boards shall be provided by the Employer for the use of the Union
for the posting of notices regarding Union business. -
SECTION 12.3 - RE-EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS
Employees in the Armed Forces of the United states shall be entitled to re-employment
rights as provided by State Law.
SECTION 12.4 . DISABLED
Ifan Employee isdisabled in the course of hisemployment and is thereby unable to
perform hisregular work, the Employerwillmake every effort to provide other work that he is
capable of performing ifit can be reasonably arranged.
Ifan Employee ison sick leave as a result of an injuryor illness,the Employer may assign
such Employees to work in the Employer's operations which a doctor authorized the Employee to
perform.
Disability insurance is provided for employees of the VIllage. The policy provides
coverage 7 days after the date of the disability. The payout is 50% of said employees average
wages to a maximum of $170.00 per week. Coverage under this polley is for no-longer than 26
weeks In any 52 week period.
SECTION 12.5 . JURY DUTY
In the event a full-timeEmployee, as defined herein, iscalled for juryduty in the courts of
New YorkState or of the United states of America, the Employerwillpay the Employee the
difference between the Employee's normal eight (a) hours per day, forty (40)hours per week
wage less the pay the Employee receives for serving on juryduty. The Employee may retain any
mileage allowance received from the Court.
An Employee who isdismissed from Juryduty priorto the end of hisscheduled workday will
report to work for the remainder of hisscheduled shift.
SECTION 12.6 . ACCESS TO PREMISES
A duly authorized representative of the Unionshall be admitted to the premises of the
Employer for the purpose of assisting In the adjustment of grievances and for the Investigation of
complaints that the contract Isbeing breached, after reporting to the Village Clerk or to the
office of the Department Head and showing proper Identiflca.tlon,and stating the purpose of his
visit. Such visitsshall not be permitted to Interfere with, hamper, or obstruct normal operations.
The Unionagrees to assist the Employer In preventing unauthorized persons on Employer's
premises.
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SECTION 12.7 . ILLEGAL PROVISIONS
12.7.1 In the event that any provision is determined to be illegal under any federal, state or local
laws, the remainder of this Agreement shall I continue in effect and the parties agree to bargain
over a substitute to comply with such applicable law.
12.7.2 Any specific or general provision of this Agreement notwithstanding, wherever a provision
of this Contract is determined to be in conflict with the Civil Service Law of the State of New York,
or with rules, regulations or procedures thereunder, the Civil Service 'Law, regulations, rules or
procedures shall be controlling subject to review by normal grievance or Judicial process.
SECTION 12.8. DEFINITIONOF EMERGENCY
For purposes of this Agreement, it is understood that emergency shall mean any
emergency caused by fire, flood, storm, strike, power failure, Act of God, Act of Government, or
other cause beyond the control of the Employer, such as illness or death of an Employee or
quitting employment without notice.
SECTION 12.9 . WORK RULES
The Employer at itssole discretion shall have the right at any time to adopt and put Into
effect, following discussionswith the Union,reasonablerulesand regulationsnot in conflict with
thisAgreement, and all Employeesshall be subject to such rulesand regulations.
SECTION 12.10. DEATH IN FAMILY
In the event of a death occurring in the immediate family of an Employee, such
Employee shall be permitted a maximum leave of three (3) days at his regular rate of pay for
those days he would have normally worked. In any event the first regular work day after the
funeral of the deceased shall be the final day of such leave. The immediate family Isdefined as
father, mother, husband, wife, brother, sister, son, daughter grandfather, grandmother,
grandchildren, step-father, step-mother, step-chlldren, father In law, and mother-In-law.
In the event of a death occurring in the intermediate family of an Employee, such
Employee, if he attends the funeral shall be permitted a maximum of two (2) days at his regular
rate of pay for those days he would have normally worked. In any event, the day after the funeral
of the deceased shall be the final day of such leave. The intermediate family is defined as stster-
in-law, brother-in-law, son-in-law, and daughter-In-law. '
SECTION 12.11 . WEATHER
Except in emergencies, the Employer shall not require employees covered by this
agreement to work outdoors during Inclement weather. Theyshall remain available and may be
assigned to such other related work, Including housekeeping as the Employer may direct. The
Employer will determine whether or not crews will initially start out.
"
It Isunderstood that the above provisionsare not applicable to the Meter Readers In the
Water and Electric Departments, and to the Employeeswhere work Isnecessary for continued
operation.
.
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SECTION 12.12 . TIME CHANGE
Daylight Saving Timechange, forty (40) hours pay when the time goes from Standard to
Daylight Saving Time. Overtime will be paid for going from Daylight Saving to Standard Time.
SECTION 12.13. MEALS
12.13.1 After an Employee has worked two and one-half (2~) hours or more at the end of, and in
addition to, his regular workday, the Village will provide and pay for such a meal as can
reasonably be obtained, and at five (5) hour intervals offer returning to work from the prior meal.
12.13.2 When an Employee Is called out for emergency work before his regular work schedule
and misses a regular meal thereby, the Village will provide and pay for such a meal as can
reasonably be obtained.
12.13.3 When an Employee is called our for emergency work after his regular work schedule and
misses a regular meal thereby, the Village will provide and pay for such a meal as can reasonably
be obtained and at five(5) hour intervals after returning to work from the prior meal, if the
emergency continues.
12.13.4 Any Employee entitled to meals at the Village expense shall be allowed time for obtaining
and eating such meals as follows:
When the Employee leaves the Job to obtain a meal and is requested to return to work
immediately affer eating the meal, he will be paid for such time to the extent of a maximum of
one (1) hour at the applicable rate to obtain and eat the meal, such time to Include any travel
time to and from the Job.
If the Employee is not required to return to work during that call out or extended workday,
he will be reimbursed for the meal as provided.
In determining whether an Employee has missed a "regularly scheduled meal' the
following standard meal times shall apply:
On an Employee's scheduled workday:
a. BREAKFAST -The one (1) hour period before his scheduled starting time.
b. LUNCH-12:00 Noon to 1:00 PM
c. DINNER- 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM
On a day when the Employee is not scheduled to work:
a. BREAKFAST- 700 AM to 9:00 AM
b. LUNCH- 12:00 Noon to 1:00 PM
c. DINNER-5:OO PM to 600 PM
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12.13.5 The Village will limit the payment for meals, upon receipt, to no more than the following:
BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER
$5.00
$5.00
llim
On a call-out, no lunch or dinner meal will be reimbursed unless the Employee has
actually worked at least one and one-half (1~) hours during the call out.
SECTION 12.14 - EQUIPMENT
The Employer agrees to furnish equipment to the Employees, which is listed in Exhibit "C".
The Unionagrees to assist the Employer in avoiding damage and abuse to all equipment
furnished. In thisrespect any equipment furnishedwillonlybe used on the job and any
equipment to be replaced must be checked and turned in to the Supervisor before a
replacement isissued. Anyfurnished equipment lostby the Employee must be replaced by him.
SECTION 12.15 - HEALTH AND RELATED INSURANCE
The Emelover aarees to erovide arouo health insurance for emolovees that is eaual to or
areater than the coveraae currentlv in olace. The emelover will offer the olan described in oart A
(listed below) to all emolovees of the Villaae of Westfield. The olan described in cart Bbelow will
onlv be offered to those emelovees hired before Aeril 1 1997.
The health insurance clan in oart "A" below is offered to all current emolovees of the
Villaae of Westfield and all Emclovees hired after Acrill. 1997.
A. CommunitY Blue Ootion 1/Advantaae 1. manaaed care olan with levels that are comoarable .
and/or exceed current coveraae. Villaae will oav 100%of the monthlv medical oremiums onlv
for current and future emolovees. Thisolan includes a co-oavment arranaement of $5/$10 under
CommunitY Blue Ootlon 1 for chvslcian / soecialist visits. The CommunitY Blue Ootlon 1.
AdvantaQe 1. olan includes an In network co-oavment arranaement of $5/$10 or SO/$15 for
Phvstclan/Scecialist visits. Out of network under the Advantaae 1 olan will be sUQlect to a Sl00
sinQle $200 familv deductible and 80/20 thereafter to an out-of-oocket maximum of $2000
individual. $4000 familv.
The health Insurance olan in oart II BII below isavailable only to emolovees hired before
Acril 1. 1997 (Current EmcloveesJ.
B.Traditional indemnltv health insurance olan that covers malor medical and hO$oitalizatlon at
levels that are eaual to or areater than current coveraae levels. Villaae will cay 85% of the
monthly oremiums for thiscoveraae. Thisolan will include a vearly deductible of S15O.oo slnale to
a maximum vearlv aQareaate of $300.00 for emclovees oartlcloatlna In olans coverlnQ famllv.
soouse. and/or children.
C. Uoon hire. ALLNEWFULL-TIME EMPLOYEES (THOSEHIREDAFTERAPRIL 1. 1997J maY enroll In the
CommunitY Blue Ootion 1. AdvantaQe 1 health insurance oroaram onlv.
D.The VillaQe of Westfield willoay 100~ of the monthlv health Insurance oremlums for medical
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continuation coveraae under the CommunitY BlueDotion 1/Advantaae 1 clan onlv forVillaQe
Employees who decide to retire before aQe 65 subiect to the followina reauirements:
1.The retiree is currently enrolled in the CommunitY Blue action 1/Advantaae 1 manaQed
care medical insurance olan onlv. and forat least 1year before his/her actual retirement
~
2. The retiree willonlv receive this benefit until the aae of 65. -
3. The Vil/aae will onlv Day 100% of the "Sinale Rate" for the retiree onlv. Deoendent
Coveraae will be 100%the resoonsibilitv of the retiree at all times.
4. Benefits will cease if the retiree expires before aae 65.
5. In order to auallfv for the retiree health continuation coveraae described herein an
emolovee must retire as a current eme/ovee of the Vmaae of Westfield and meet all New
York state Retirement criteria to receive New Yorkstate Retirement benefits.
E.Should the Emolover elect to chanae health insurance carriers for one or more of the insurance
oroarams. it shall continue to orovide coveraae eaual to or areater than the coveraae in effect
Immediatelv erior to the chanae."
F.The Villaae will continue erovldina dental and life insurance under the existlna clan. Should the
Emelover elect to chanae insurance carriers for either dental or life Insurance. It shall continue to
erovide coveraae eaual to or Qreater than the coveraae in effect ImmediatelY crior to the
chanQe. Additlonallv the Emelovee will eav fifteen cercent (15%Jof the said cremiums and the
Emelover will eav eiQhtv five cercent (85%Jof the said cremlums.
SECTION 12.16 .RETIREMENT
The existing practice with respect to New York state Employee's Retirement Systemshall
be continued as it exists as of June 1, 1969, but effective April 1, 1977 the Employerwtllinstitute
Section 75(g) of such system.
SECTION 12.16.1 . EARLYRETIREMENTINCENTIVE
The Villaae may crovlde an earlY retirement incentive if one Isoffered bv the State of New
York and the Villaae can meet the aceroeriate reaulrements and It is determined to be feasible
and cost effective for the VtllaQe.
SECTION 12.17 - TIMECLOCKS
It isunderstood that time clocks have been installed and their use willbe continued.
SECTION 12.18 . PROPER RELIEF
Each shiftEmployee willreport to his post of duty dressed for work and capable forwork
not later than the starting time of the shift. No shiftEmployee shall leave hispost at the end of shift
until properly relieved. The Employerwillmake every effort to obtain a proper relief.
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SECTION 12.19 - INCREASE AND ADJUSTMENTS
Wage rates, increases and adjustments effective during the term of thisagreement
appear in Exhibit(s)..A" and" B". Allfull-time hourlv Emolovees covered bv this aQreement will
receive a thirtYcent l.30) oer hour loer vear rate increase effective Aaril 1. 1997: a thirtYcent l.30)
oer hour rate increase effective Aoril 1. 1998: a thirtYcent (.30) Der hour rate increase effective
Acrll1 1999' a thirtYcent l.30)0er hour rate increase effective ADrIl1. 2000' a thirtYcent l.30) oer
hour rate increase effective ADr" 1. 2001 .
SECTION 12.20 . SAFETY
The Employer shall have the right to adopt and revise safety rules for Employees. It is
agreed that prior to the implementation of any amendment, to include additions or deletions,
such amendments shall be explained to representatives of the Union.
SECTION 12.21 . SIXTEENHOUR CLAUSE
AnEmployeewho has workedsixteen (16) hoursormore inany twenty-four(24)hour
period without having a rest period of a least eight (8)hours during that period, shall, upon
release, have a rest period of at least eight (8) hours from the time of his release before returning
to work. Ifsuch rest period extends into the Employee's regularly scheduled hours for four (4)
hours, he shall be excused from duty from his regular scheduled hours without lossof pay at
straight time, provided that such rest period extends into hisnext regularly scheduled hours for less
than four (4)hours, he shall be excused from duty for that portion of his scheduled hourswhich are
covered by the rest period without lossof pay at straight time rate. Forwork in excess of sixteen
(16) hours in any twenty-four (24)hour period, time and one-half shall be paid, unless the double
time clause isapplicable.
SECTION 12.22 . JOB DESCRIPTION
The applicable CivilService job descriptions and titlesshall apply to all Employees within
the Village.
SECTION 12.23 . PRINTING OF CONTRACT
The Villaae aarees to crecare and arint the ratified contract at no cost to the Union for
this contract cerlod onlY. Each emclovee covered bv this contract will receive one cocv. Ten
(1Q)cocles will be Drovlded to the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
ARTICLE XIII
ASSURANCE OF NO VIOLATIONS
SECTION 13.1. STRIKES, SLOW DOWNS, ETC.
The Unionagrees that there shall be no strikes,slow-downs, or other interference with
normal and efficient departmental operations during the term of this Agreement. The Employer
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agrees that there shall be no lockouts during the term of this Agreement.
The Union has given the Employer a certification and affirmation that it does not assert
the right to strike, in accordance with the provisions of the Public Employees' Fair Employment
Act.
ARTICLE XIV
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be in force for five (5) years from April 1, 1997, to March 31,
2002, (Midnight) and shall thereafter continue for yearly periods unless notice of desired
changes is given in writing, via registered mail by either party to the other, at least one
hundred twenty (120) days prior to March 20th (Village Budget submission date) preceding the
expiration of this contract.
SECTION 14.2 - PROPER APPROVAL
This Agreement is subject to the approval of the International President of the Union
and the Board of the Employer.
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring
legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the
additional funds therefor, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body
has given approval.
ARTICLE XV
SIDE LETTER AGREEMENTS
SECTION 15.1 - SIDE LETTERS
Any and all existing side letters or memorandums of agreement will become a part of this
contract, and copies thereof will be attached as Exhibits thereto. Any future side letters or
memorandums will not extend beyond the expiration date of this contract.
ARTICLE XVI
STATEMENT ABOUT LINES OF PROGRESSION
SECTION 16.1 -LINES OF PROGRESSION
Durino the term of this aoreement. the Villaoe and the Union will discuss and mutuallY
aoree on anv chanoes in the lines of crooression as set forth in this contract.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the proper representatives of the parties hereto have hereunto set.
their hands and seals the day and year firstabove written.
.
LOCAL UNION NO. 459
INTERNATIONALBROTHERHOOD OF
ELECTRICAL WORKERS
BY~~~
Joseph Sanna, BU~lness~,/Flnanclal Secretary
I"-P~ .
KevinCarroll, Business Representative
~rL~'
Edward Kneer, Chief Steward
Paul Cleveland, Shop Steward
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
INCORPORATED VILLAGE OF
WESTFIELD, NEW YORK
BY
(. EXHIBIT" A"
CLASSIFICATIONOF GRADES TOGETHERWITHWAGE RATES
FORALLEMPLOYEESHIREDBEFOREAPRIL1, 1997
+$.30 +$.30 +$.30 +$.30 +$.30
EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE
4/1/97 4/1/98 4/1/99 4/1/00 4/1/01
OFFICE& EASONHALL
SeniorClerk 13.42 13.72 14.02 14.32 14.62
Account Clerk-TypistIIA" 13.42 13.72 14.02 14.32 14.62
Account Clerk-Typist IIB" 13.15 13.45 13.75 14.05 14.35
Accounting Technician 13.15 . 13.45 13.75 14.05 14.35
Account Clerk 12.95 13.25 13.55 13.85 14.15
Custodian 11.61 11.91 12.21 12.51 12.81
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Parking Enforcement Officer
,&Animal Control Officer 13.00 13.30 13.60 13.90 14.20
Sergeant 15.79 16.09 16.39 16.69 16.99
Pollee Officer IIA" 14.54 14.84 15.14 15.44 15.74
Police Officer II B" 14.02 14.32 14.62 14.92 15.22
Police Officer IIStartlng" 12.94 13.24 13.54 13.84 14.14
\ .EET DIVISION 15.00 15.30 15.60 15.90 16.20,Iorking Supervisor
MotorEquipmentOper. II AII 14.00 14.30 14.60 14.90 15.20
Motor Equipment Opere IIBII 13.52 13.82 14.12 14.42 14.72
utilityWorker IIA" 13.12 13.42 13.72 14.02 14.32
UtillityWorker liB" 12.90 13.20 13.50 13.80 14.10
Laborer 11.72 12.02 12.32 12.62 12.92
ELECTRIC DIVISION
Working Supervisor 16.38 16.68 16.98 17.28 17.58
Ele.ctricline Worker IIA" 15.24 15.54 15.84 16.14 16.44
Electric line WorkerIIB" 14.65 14.95 15.25 15.55 15.85
Electric Line Apprentice 14.07 14.37 14.67 14.97 15.27
Electrical line Helper 13.48 13.78 14.08 14.38 14.68
Electric Meter Repairer IIA" 14.60 14.90 15.20 15.50 15.80
Electric Meter Repairer liB" 14.31 14.61 14.91 15.21 15.51
Meter Reader/Repairer 13.98 14.28 14.58 14.88 15.18
Meter Reader 13.61 13.91 14.21 14.51 14.81
Power Station Attendant 13.35 13.65 13.95 14.25 14.55
(8
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:. EXHIBIT "A" CONTINUEDCLASSIFICATION OF GRADES TOGETHERWITHWAGE RATES
FORALLEMPLOYEESHIREDBEFOREAPRIL1, 1997
+$.30 +$.30 +$.30 +$.30 +$.30
EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE
4/1/97 4/1/98 4/1/99 4/1/00 4/1/01
Senior Clerk 13.35 13.65 13.95 14.25 14.55
Account Clerk-Typist 13.35 13.65 13.95 14.25 14.55
WATER AND SEWER DIVISION
Working Supervisor 15.00 15.30 15.60 15.90 16.20
Water Treatment Plant Opere 14.00 14.30 14.60 14.90 15.20
S&WMaint. Worker IIA" 13.72 . 14.02 14.32 14.62 14.92
S&WMalnt. Worker "B" 13.35 13.65 13.95 14.25 14.55
S&WMaint. Worker "C" 13.26 13.56 13.86 14.16 14.46
Water Meter RepaIrer 13.48 13.78 14.08 14.38 14.68
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITY
Sewage Treatment Plant
Operator 14.00 14.30 14.60 14.90 15.20
Building Malnt. Mechanic 14.00 14.30 14.60 14.90 15.20
Building Maint. Mechanic B 13.45 13.75 14.05 14.35 14.65
laborer 12.89 13.19 13.49 13.79 14.09
.\.
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EXHIBIT"B"
CLASSIFICATION OF GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIREDAFTER APRIL 1, 1997
+$.30 +$.30 +$.30 +$.30
EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE
4/1/97 4/1/98 4/1/99 4/1/00 4/1/01
OFFICE & EASON HALL
Senior Clerk 10.42 10.72 11.02 11.32 11.62
Account Clerk-Typist" A" 10.42 10.72 11.02 11.32 11.62
Account Clerk-Typist "B" 10.15 10.45 10.75 11.05 11.35
Account Clerk 9.95 10.25 10.55 10.85 11.15
Accounting Technician 10.15 10.45 10.75 11.05 11.35
Custodian 8.61 8.91 9.21 9.51 9.81
PO:LICE DEPARTMENT
Parking Enforcement Ofcr.
&AnimalControl Officer 10.00 10.30 10.60 10.90 11.20
Sergeant 12.79 13.09 13.39 13.69 13.99
Police Officer" A" 11.54 11.84 12.14 12.44 12.74
Police Officer "B" 11.02 11.32 11.62 11.92 12.22
Police Officer" Starting" 9.94 10.24 10.54 10.84 11.14
.T~EET DIVISION
Working Supervisor 12.00 12.30 12.60 12.90 13.20
Motor Equipment Oper. 8A" 11.00 11.30 11.60 11.90 12.20
Motor Equipment Oper. "B" 10.52 10.82 11.12 11.42 11.72
Utility Worker" A" 10.12 10.42 10.72 11.02 11.32
Utility Worker "B" 9.90 10.20 10.50 10.80 11.10
laborer 8.72 9.02 9.32 9.62 9.92
ELECTRICDEPARTMENT
WorkingSupervisor 13.38 13.68 13.98 14.28 14.58
Electric Line Worker "An 12.24 12.54 12.84 13.14 13.44
Electric Line Worker "Bn 11.65 11.95 12.25 12.55 12.85
Electrical Line Apprentice 11.07 11.37 11.67 11.97 12.27
Electrical Line Helper ... +..-- 10.48 -----~-- -10.78 ------- 11.08 11.38 11.68
Electric Meter Repairer -An 11.60 11.90 12.20 12.50 12.80
Electric Meter Repairer 8B" 11.31 11.61 11.91 12.21 12.51
Meter Reader/Repairer 10.98 11.28 11.58 11.88 12.18
Meter Reader 10.61 10.91 11.21 11.51 11.81
Power Station Attendant 10.35 10.65 10.95 11.25 11.55
Senior Clerk 10.35 10.65 10.95 11.25 11.55
Account Clerk-Typist 10.35 10.65 10.95 11.25 11.55
.
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+$.30 +$.30 +$.30 +$.30
EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE EFFECT
4/1/97 4/1/98 4/1/99 4/1/00 4/1/01
WATER AND SEWER DEPT.
Working Supervisor 12.00 12.30 12.60 12.90 13.20
Water Treatment Plant Oper. 11.00 11.30 11.60 11.90 12.20
S& W Maint. Wor1<er" A" 10.72 11.02 11.32 11.62 11.92
S& W Maint. Wor1<er "B" 10.35 10.65 10.95 11.25 11.55
S&W Maint. Worker "C" 10.26 10.56 10.86 11.16 11.46
Water Meter Repairer 10.48 10.78 11.08 11.38 11.68
WA1'ER POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITY
Sewage Treatment Plant
Operator 11.00 11.30 11.60 11.90 12.20
Building Maint. Mechanic 11.00 11.30 11.60 11.90 12.20
Building Maint. Mechanic "B" 10.45 10.75 11.05 11.35 11.65
.
Laborer 9.89 10.19 10.49 10.79 11.09
.
EXHIBIT "B" CONTINUED
CLASSIFICATION OF GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER APRIL 1, 1997
~
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WATER DIVISION
ISSUED TO EACH WORKER:
AVAILABLE AS NEEDED:
WATER PLANT OPERATOR:
STREET DIVISION
ISSU ED TO EACH WORKER:
AVAILABLE AS NEEDED:
EXHIBIT "C"
EQUIPMENT FURNISHED TO EMPLOYEES BY EMPLOYER
Hooded Rain Jacket & Pants, Hard Hat & Liner, Hip Waders,
A WW A Safety Book, Safety Glasses, Traffic Control Book
Rubber & Leather Gloves, Goggles, Coveralls
Rubber Apron
Rain Jacket & Pants, Hard Hat & Liner, Ear Protection, Pullover
Rubber boots, WorkGloves
Safety Goggles, Welders Mask, Coveralls
The Village will replace worn out or damaged gloves provided the Employee turns in the
worn or damaged pair to the Village. In the case of lost gloves, the Employee may purchase a
replacement pair at the Village's cost.
ELECTRIC DIVISION
ISSUED TO LINE WORKERS:
ISSUED TO METER REPAIRER
& METER READER:
ISSUED TO POWER PLANT
ATTENDANT:
AVAILABLE AS NEEDED:
Hooded Rain Jacket & Pants, Hard Hat & Liner, Rubber Gloves &
Glove Protectors, Leather Work Gloves, Climbers, Safety Glasses,
Hard-Toe Rubber Pullover Boots, Flash Spectacles
Hooded Rain Jacket & Pants, Hard Hat & Liner, Light-Weight Work
Gloves, Hard-Toe Rubber Pullover Boots
Hard Hat & Liner, Hard-Toe Rubber Pullover Boots, Light-Weight
Work Gloves.
Goggles, Nose/Mouth Filter, APPA Safety Book
ISSUED TO EACH WORKER: Safety Book
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITY
ISSUED TO EACH WORKER: Hard Hat with Liner and Full-Face Shield, Hooded Rain Jacket &
Pants, Pullover Rubber Boots, Light-Weight Work Gloves, Chemical
Splash Goggles, Safety Impact Goggles, AWW A Safety Manual.
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ALSO ISSUED TO MAINTENANCE
WORKER, ASST .OPERATOR &
LABORER: Coveralls (Cotton & Carhart), Safety glasses, leather Gloves
AVAILABLE AS NEEDED: Ear Protectors, Rubber Aprons, lab Coat, PVC, Gloves, Chipper
Goggles, Welders Mask.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
ISSUED TO EACH WORKER: Winter & Summer Uniforms (Shirts, Trousers, Jackets, Hats), Name
Plates, Collar Ornaments, Tie Bar, Ties, Rain Coats, Galoshes,
Garrison Belt, Rain Cover for Summer Hat, Revolver, Holster, Same
Brown Belt and Buckle, Handcuffs and Carrier, Mace Key Strap,
Necessary Keys, Cartridge Carrier & Necessary Ammunition, Pollee
Badge, Helmet with Face Shield.
AVAILABLE AS NEEDED: Ear Protectors
Effective each subsequent year of this agreement, the Employer wiil reimburse each full-time
Police Department employee up to $25.00 per year toward the purchase of footwear acceptable
to the Employer for use on the job. To receive reimbursement, the employee must provide the
Employer with a receipt for the footwear purchased, but credit for the receipt may be carried
over into future years, based on prior years I purchases.
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EXHIBIT "D"
SIDE LEnER OF AGREEMENTS
BETWEEN
THE VILLAGE OF WESTFIELD
AND
THE EMPLOYEES OF THE VilLAGE OF WESTFIELD
REPRESENTED BY
LOCAL UNION NO. 459 OF THE
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF
ELECTRICAL WORKERS
,8
. .
.
c.,
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February 26, 1979
EMERGENCY CALLS
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE SHALL BE USED ON ALL EMERGENCY CALLS:
1. The Supervisorshall call the proper classification to perform the work Involved In
the emergency.
2. During an extreme emergency, the Supervisormay take whatever steps are
necessary to protect the property of the VIllage of Westfield, and lifeof any party
concerned. After this procedure and additional help Isavailable, the Supervisoror
whoever isresponsible, shall contact or tryand make available the opportunity for
the proper classification to perform the work on this emergency.
3. A Supervisorshall not replace an Employee during an emergency, except as
outlined In Item 2:
4. The Employerand the Unionshall make every good faith effort not to empire build,
as it benefits both parttes to cooperate and assist each other during any
emergency.
\ A~~ t1GV(r
Village of WeStfIeld
ru~ ~. ~
Id
:)~
Lo al Union459, I.B.E.W.
~.p~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
d~/L~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
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EQUALIZATION OF OVERTIME
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
1. Overtime shall' _.' be equalized within classifications performing or are capable of
performing the same type of work.
2. Call-out procedures shall be set up designating the time period, classifications and
Employees subject to call in their proper rotation.
3. The Call-out procedure may be changed when a spread of thirty (30) hours exist
between classifications or every thirty(30) days.
4. At least once during each calender quarter or more often when spread reaches
30 hours, the Vtllage will post in each department a list showing the amount of
overtime previously worked by employees in that department.
5. Scheduled and ~mergency overtime hours shall be combined for equalization of
overtime.
..(
, ~
~s~~
L 01 Union 459, I.B.E.W.
;f?~
Village of Westfield
tlJ~ f. ~ I?-
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
dAN1#V1
~.
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
e:
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
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February 26, 1979
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS
Due to the service that the Village of Westfield provides to its citizens and that the Village
desires that Its Employees reside within the Village limits, the following condition shall be
required to maintain status as an Employee of the Village of Westfield:
II IT IS DESIROUS THAT ALL EMPLOYEES RESIDE WITHIN THE VILLAGE LIMITS, BUT AT NO TIME
SHALL ANY EMPLOYEE RESIDE MORE THAN FIVE (5) ROAD MILES FROM EASON HALL, UNLESS THE
EMPLOYEE RESIDES WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF WESTFIELD TOWNSHIP."
If there are extenuating circumstances, the Employee may ask for consideration of his
condition at that time, the Village of Westfield and the Local Union shall meet and
mutually agree as to whether any exception may be necessary.
\S~~Village of Westfield . - Q - ~~~Lo al Union 459. I.B.E.W.
rv~ f, ~
Village of Westfield
~~r?~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
d~J~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
/U~e~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
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June 1, 1985
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT PROGRESSION
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
TheVillageof Westfieldand LocalUnion459, I.B.E.W.agree that a systemof progression
shall be inaugurated within the LineDepartment, and shall be applicable only to the Electric
Department and shall be as follows:
1. ELECTRICAL LINE HELPER. ONE (1) YEAR
(A)During hisprobationary period, the successful bidder shall be furnished a set of
tools to determine hisclimbing ability (toolsonly to be used to determine his
climbing abilityand not to do productive work):ifnot able to climb, he shall be
returned to hisformer position. In the case of a new Employee, he shall be
terminated and the Job re-posted forbid.
2. ELECTRICAL LINE APPRENTICE. ONE (1) YEAR
(A)The first six (6) months, the Apprentice shall be limited to non-energlzed
construction under direct supervision.
(B)The last six (6) months, the Apprentice shall be able to work on energized
equipment not to exceed six hundred (600) volts under direct supervision.
3. ELECTRICAL LINE WORKER UB" . ONE (1) YEAR
(A)The firstsix(6)months, the Electrical Une Worker liB"shall work on all energized
equipment, according to the safety rulesand labor-management Agreement
under close and direct supervision (close and direct supervision Isa qualified
Electrical Une Worker "A"who shall be on the pole In the primary position with the
Electrical Une Worker "B"plus the supervisorhaving the work being performed
under qbservation).
(B)The 'Iast six (6) months, the Electrical Line Worker "B" shall be able to work on all
energized equipment under direct supervision.
4. ELECTRICAL UNE WORKER MA"
At the end of each step as described above, he shall be automatically advanced
Ifqualified, untilhe reaches the Electrical Une Worker" A" classification.
The rates for II Electrical LineApprentice" and "Electrical LineWorkerB"shall be
calculated as follows:
SUBTRACT:Electrical Line Helper Rate from Electrical Line Worker A Rate, DIVIDE:Thisfigure
by three (3), ADD: Thisamount to Line Helper Rate to determine Apprentice Rate, ADD:
The same amount to Apprentice Rate to determine Line Worker B Rate.
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It isalso mutually agreed that the size of the line gang will be five (5) men: Namely, a
Working Supervisor and four (4) men; and it is further agreed that all functions now
performed by the Line Helpers will be performed by the Line Workers should the Line Helper
classification become vacant due to advancement of personnel under this progression
system.
Allconditions as described above shall be according to the Safety Rules and Labor-
Management Agreement.
If the Vlllage makes a final decision to convert its power to 5000 volts, phase to phase or greater, it
will hold meetings with the Employees affected to discuss and implement the safest methods of
working with the new system, prior to its implementation. Representatives of the Local Union will
be given advance notice of these meetings and will be invited to attend.
~~
,'"'\~
Vlllage of Westfleld
~~ i- ~
~~.
L al Union 459, I.B.E.W.
( 'f?~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
~~
L0i!:J;f;Lp
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
TO ACCOMPANY AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
VILLAGE OF WESTFIELD
AND
LOCAL UNION NO. 459 OF THE
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS
RE: LINE OF PROGRESSION WITHIN THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Village of Westfield and Local Union 459, I.B.E.W. agree that a system of progression shall
be inaugurated within the Police Department, and shall be applicable only to the Police
Department of the Village of Westfield, and shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
STARTING PATROLMAN
A. Applicant shall meet all requirements of the Police Department and Civil
Service regulations.
B. For all full-time emclovees hired after Acril1. 1997. all emclovees must
have successfullv comcleted the BASIC SCHOOL reauirements before biddina
into the Police Decartment.
C. Starting Patrolman will receive the hourly rate set forth in Exhibit A.
CLASS "B" PATROLMAN
Upon completion of one (1) full year of service with the Police
Department, starting, Patrolman willadvance to Class "B" Patrolman.
During the second year with the Police Department, Patrolman "Bn will
attend the Intennediate School for Police Officers, when available.
Class "B" Patrolman will receive the hourly rate set forth in Exhibit "A"
effective at the time of his promotion from Starting Patrolman to Class
"Bn Patrolman.
CLASS "An PATROLMAN
A. Upon completion of two (2) full years of service with the Police
Department, Class "BnPatrolman will advance to Class "An Patrolman.
- ---
+ + _0--
____..
B. During the third (3) year with the Police Department, Patrolman "An will
attend the Police Supervision School, when available.
C. Class "A" Patrolman will receive the Hourly rate set forth in Exhibit "An,
effective at the time of his promotion from Class "B" Patrolman to Class
"An Patrolman.
During the above stages of the lines of progression, the Patrolman shall demonstrate a positive
attitude towards his job, and the Police Department. Failure of said Patrolman to
satisfactorily perfonn his duties in an acceptable manner willrequire an authorized Village
representative to immediately notify the Business Agent of his representative so that the
.
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February 22, 1995
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
TO ACCOMPANY AGREEMENT.
BETWEEN
VILLAGE OF WESTFIELD
AND
lOCAL UNION NO. 459 OF THE
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS
RE: LINE OF PROGRESSION WITHIN THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Village of Westfield and local Union459, I.B.E.W.agree that a system of progression shall be
Inaugurated within the Police Department, and shall be applicable only to the Police Department
of the Village of Westfield, and shall be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
STARTING PATROLMAN
A. Applicant shall meet all requirements of the Police Department and Civil
Service regulations.
B. Forall full-timeemployees hired after April1, 1997,all employees must have
successfully completed the BASICSCHOOLrequirements before bidding
into the Police Department.
c. Starting Patrolman willreceive the hourlyrate set forth In exhibitA.
CLASS "B" PATROLMAN
A. Upon completion of one (1)fullyear of service with the Police Department,
starting, Patrolman willadvance to Class "B" Patrolman.
B. Duringthe second year with the Police Department, Patrolman "B"will
attend the Intermediate School for Pollee Officers, when available.
c. Class liB"Patrolman willreceive the hourly rate set forth In exhibit atA"
effective at the time of hispromotion from Starting Patrolman to Class IIB"
Patrolman.
CLASS" A" PATROlMAN
A. Upon completion of two (2)fullyears of service with the Pollee
Department, Class "B" Patrolman willadvance to Class IIA"Patrolman.
B. Duringthe third (3)year with the Police Department, Patrolman IIA" will
attend the Pollee Supervision School, when available.
c. Class "A" Patrolman willreceive the Hourlyrate set forth In exhibitIIA",
effective at the time of hispromotion from Class "B"Patrolman to Class IIA"
Patrolman.
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During the above stages of the lines of progression, the Patrolman shall demonstrate a positive
attitude towards hisjob, and the Police Department. Failureof said Patrolman to satisfactorily
perform hisduties in an acceptable manner willrequire an authorized Village representative to
immediately notify the BusinessAgent of his representative so that the problem can be mutually
discussed. Failure of the Patrolman to adhere to any conditions set forth to alleviate a problem,
after a mutual discussion, may result in the Patrolman being denied the next step in the
progression, and/or disciplinary action under the appropriate section of the Rulesof Conduct,
governing the Police Department.
Each full-time Pollee Officer employed by the Village shall receive a minimum of thirty (30)
hours of in-service training, Such training shall be offered at no expense to the Pollee Officer.
Executed this 22nd day of February 1995and retroactive to the 1st day of June 1994.
9.,. ~ ~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
'~r?~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
c$L~~
LOiEnt!{!2A
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
Village of Westfield
'l)~ ~.~
Vlllage..ofwes~
Village of Westfield
\-\~
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
WORKING FOREMAN'S RATESAND PROGRESSION IN WATER & SEWER, AND STREETDEPARTMENT
A. The Following automatic progression in the Water and Sewer Department:
1. Water Maintenance "C" shall be advanced to Water Maintenance liB" after two
(2) years.
2. Water Maintenance "B" shall be advanced to Water Maintenance "A" after two
(2)years.
B. The following automatic progression In the street Department:
1. utility Worker "B" shall be advanced to Utility Worker "A" after two (2) years.
2. Following completion of five (5) years of service as a Utility Worker" A", an
Employee will advance to Motor Equipment Operator" B" provided he isqualified
to perform all the duties and operate all the equipment normally expected of an
Employee classified as a Motor Equipment Operator liB" .
3. Employees within the Operator "B" classification shall have a wage adjustment of
thirty ($.30) cents per hour after two (2) years.
4. Effective June 1, 1991, the street Department Line of Progression shall be revised to
allow a Laborer to advance to Utility Worker liB" in four (4) years.
All of the above to take effect on June 1, 1991.
V1l1age of Westfield
'1)'
~S6
Lo 01 Union 459, I.B.E.W.
~;t?~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
~Je-~
lO/fileu~
Local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
\'-\~
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September 7, 1994
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
PRISONER TRANSPORTATION
The normal practice In the Pollee Department will be to use two persons to transport
prisoners involved in violent crimes or mentally deranged persons who pose a threat of violence.
If two persons are not available, other law enforcement agencies may be used. In routine cases
one person may be used in transports.
~
i-'~ So-
l cal Union 459, LB.E.;.
~~I?~
local Union 459, I.B.E.W.
~'/~
'.'
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
CONTINUATION OF HEALTH CARE COVERAGE
FOR RETIRED EMPLOYEES
September 30, 1994
Upon retirement from the employ of the Employer, an Employee may continue to participate
in the health insurance plan then being offered to active employees covered by the Collective
Bargaining Agreement, as such plan may thereafter be revised through collective bargaining.
Participation shall be at no cost to the Employer and will be contingent upon timely payments of
premiums by the retiree. Participation shall be subject to any rules or requirements of the Insurance
carrier, Including the requirement that coverage shall end no later than the date on which the retiree
reaches age 6$ Retirement shall be interpreted to mean leaving the gainful employment of the
Employer, and thereupon be eligible to receive retirement benefits from the Employer immediately.
day of Februarv; 1995to take effect June 1, 1994
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June 24, 1997
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Amendment To Section 12.15 - Health and Related Insurance
Part a, of the April 1, 1997 through March 31,2002 Agreement
The Village will pay for up to a maximum of $1.000 annually for an employee on single
coverage. and up to a maximum of $2.000 annually for an employeeon family coveragefor
outpatient medical services or those services which otherwise would be subject to Co-insurance
under the Chautauqua County Municipal Medical Insurance Plan only. (Dental expenses and other
health care services that do not fall under the co-insurance requirements will not be covered by
this fund).
The Village Board of the Village of Westfield and the Local Union 459 of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers agree that this co-insurance coverage applies
to the Chautauqua County Municipal Medical Insurance Plan only. and will begin July 1,1997.
The Village and Union further agree that continuation of this employee benefit is only
contingent upon continuation of coverage through the Chautauqua County Municipal Plan.
Administration of this benefit will be the sole responsibility of the Chautauqua County
Municipal Health Insurance Department, Gerace Office Building, Mayville, N.Y. 14757 Attn:
Municipal Plan Administrator. The Village will keep track of the utHization of this benefit by
virtue of statements issued simultaneously by the Chautauqua County Health Insurance
Department to the subscriber and the Village of Westfaeld. The Village will issue payment to a
subscriber once a proper determination has been made by the Chautauqua County Health Insurance
Department, and upon receipt of the above statement by the Village of Westfield Clerk's office.
The Village will retain the right to change the aforementioned benefit if coverage from
another carrier is desired.
The Village will also ensure that the coverage type(s) selected will be equal to or
greater than the coverage in effect at the time of the change.
This coverage will take effect July 1, 1997.
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U
D. Catalano. Mayor
~ 1. -(.,.v--
Vincent E. Luee, Village Clerk
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